Radiosensitisation in normal tissues with oxygen, carbogen or nicotinamide: therapeutic gain comparisons for fractionated x-ray schedules.
Radiosensitisation with oxygen, carbogen or nicotinamide alone and oxygen or carbogen combined with nicotinamide was compared in early and late responding normal tissues in rodents. X-ray treatments were delivered as single doses or fractionated schedules of 2 fractions in 1 day, 2, 12 and 36 fractions in an overall time of 12 days and 10 fractions in 5 or 12 days. Acute skin reactions, survival of intestinal crypts, breathing rate, reduction in the packed red-cell volume and clearance of 51Cr-EDTA were used as assays of epidermal, gut, lung and renal damage. Relative to air-breathing mice, carbogen or oxygen produced a small, and not always significant, increase in sensitivity (enhancement ratios < or = 1.15) in gut, lung and kidneys; however, in skin a dose enhancement of 1.2-1.3 was observed. The effect of nicotinamide in air, carbogen or oxygen was studied only in lung and gut. The drug produced variable but generally significant increases in radiosensitisation ( < or = 1.26) in all three gases. Relative to treatments in air, enhancement ratios for nicotinamide alone were usually slightly higher than those observed when either carbogen or oxygen were administered without the drug. With all three modifiers (i.e. oxygen, carbogen, nicotinamide alone or for the drug-gas combinations) there was no significant change in the enhancement ratios observed as the number of radiation dose fractions was varied. Comparisons with fractionated X-ray studies done previously in rodent tumours indicate that a therapeutic benefit, relative to lung, gut and renal damage, would be observed with oxygen or carbogen alone but not with nicotinamide alone. The greatest gain would be achieved with the combination of carbogen and nicotinamide, with which a benefit was observed even relative to epidermal damage. These results indicate that some decrease in normal tissue tolerance could be observed when using these modifiers in clinical radiotherapy and, although small, the appropriate dose reductions should be considered; caution should be exercised especially when carbogen and nicotinamide are used in conjunction with the more radical accelerated schedules.